
Thematic Vocabulary

Censorship

Nouns
1. freedom of speech
2. censorship
3. infringement of civil liberties
4. a justifiable attempt to protect the public
5. an authoritarian violation of our human rights
6. a skillful / clever / political / conscious / cynical / deliberate / systematic  manipulation 
7. manipulation = control = use
8. obscene scenes
9. excessive / explicit violence
10. the coverage of political scandals
11. to have an unbiased view
12. a balanced account of events
13. an impartial approach to the facts without emotional colouring
14. an unbiased coverage of events
15. sensationalism promotes an emotional response to the news rather than a rational approach 
16. different perspectives

Verbs
1. to restrict what children watch
2. to curtail freedom of speech
3. to impose stricter controls over what is broadcast
4.  to welcome a change
5. to condemn any attempt to curtail pluralism 
6. to edit a film in order to remove the obscene scenes
7.  to ban a publication
8. to safeguard moral standards
9. some sort of censorship is called for
10. to mould public opinion
11. to try to sway the public 
12. complete objectivity is unattainable = it’s unavoidable to have a political slant 
13. to have the courage to speak out against the dominant views
14. extreme political views from any side of the political spectrum seek to undermine the 

stability of our nation
15. censorship can not be condoned in a democratic regime
16. the importance of freedom of speech should not be underestimated
17. only in outrageous / outright cases of violence or obscenity or profanity is censorship 

justified
18. to make an informed choice = to form your own personal opinion about a contentious issue
19. to keep abreast of the news = to keep up with the latest news
20. censorship rob us of the right to be informed
21. it’s necessary to express and to be exposed to anti-establishment views
22. freedom of speech is consistent with democratic ideals
23. to be exposed to dangerous opinions
24. to protect the public from hazardous  influence
25. to silence the voice of those who speak out against the establishment and undermine our 

social stability
26. authoritarian regimes use censorship to mute their detractors with the pretext of maintaining 
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the law and order
27. being exposed to biased views is a necessary evil of any pluralistic tolerant and diverse 

culture
28. when we silence all these contradictory views around us we will have deliberately fallen into

the trap of totalitarianism
29. it constitutes an infringement of our civil rights
30. it infringes on our civil liberties
31.  a weapon used by rulers to oppress the people
32. to shape people’s opinions

In favour of
Censorship

Against
Censorship

1. a justifiable attempt to protect the 
public from unsuitable or misleading 
information

2. to safeguard moral standards

3. to ban anti-establishment publications 
that threaten the social balance 

4. to filter out abusive, obscene scenes 
from films that may be watched by 
children

5. to mute extremist views from either 
side of the political spectrum whose only
goal is to cause social unrest and to 
cultivate hatred and bigotry in the society

     1. the public needs no manipulation. 
          The public needs balanced information 
           to shape their own opinion

     2. the most effective way to promote moral 
         standards is to equip the public with acute
         critical thinking skills that will allow
         them distinguish actual facts and biased
         opinions

       3. the pretext of maintaining social balance 
           paves the way for the slippery slope
           of totalitarianism. We do not want to 
          cultivate single-minded brains. We need
          to encourage tolerance & diversity

       4. keeping the children’s zone free 
        of explicit violence, obscenity
        and profanity does not  constitute any
          form of infringement of  freedom of
          speech
       
      5. pluralism, diversity and tolerance is the 
           most effective remedy for bigotry and
           social division. No need to 
        eradicate the extreme views.
           We just need to uphold our democratic
           values an extremism will effortlessly
            remain marginalized


